INSTRUCTIONS ON CHANGING THE ALTAR CANDLE LIGHTER WICK

Push the wick holder lever forward (toward the bell) to expose the end of the holder (which has a needle-like eye hole on its end when exposed).

When the end of the holder is push forward and the needle-like eye hole exposed, it is time to “thread” the thin, wax covered wick through the eye hole. (Note: The spare wicks are stored in the third cabinet behind the altar (on the tabernacle side)).

Once the thin, wax covered wick is threaded through the eye hole, push the wick holder lever back (towards the wooden handle), to retract the wick back into the candle lighter’s metal chamber.

Be sure to leave approximately a ½ to ¾ inch portion of the wax wick exposed to light, so that it can be used to light the altar candles.
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